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Abstract—We present a novel semi-analytical method utilising
modal index analysis, for modelling the field resonances of pho-
tonic crystal surface emitting lasers (PCSELs). This method shows
very good agreement with other modelling techniques in terms of
mode calculations, with the added advantages of computational
simplicity, the calculation of threshold gain, and rapid analysis of
finite structures. We are able to model the effect of external lateral
feedback and simulations indicate that the near-field peak can be
electronically displaced and the threshold as well as the frequency
can be controlled through external in-plane feedback, paving the
way to dynamic control of PCSELs.
Index Terms—Computational modelling, Surface emitting
lasers, Photonic crystals.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH their robust, compact, light-weight and high ef-ficiency advantages, semiconductor lasers have been
extensively applied in nearly all aspects of modern society and
their potential for application can hardly be overestimated [1],
[2]. Various laser device geometries and structures have been
designed and developed over the years with the purpose of
improving almost all characteristics of the laser including high
single mode power combined with narrow beam divergence and
monochromatic output. The photonic crystal surface emitting
laser (PCSEL) has gained particular prominence recently in
achieving these characteristics [3].
A PCSEL consists of a large area two-dimensional (2-D)
periodic structure which gives the PCSEL the ability to achieve
large area single transverse mode operation while ensuring high
power output in a uniformly narrow far-field beam [4]. As shown
in Fig. 1, a 2-D photonic crystal (PC) is realised above the active
region through semiconductor etch and regrowth technique to
provide 2-D in-plane feedback [5], vertical emission is the result
of the second order grating (2-D PC) [6]. The advantage of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of all-semiconductor PCSEL device. 2-D PC is fabricated
above the active region by semiconductor regrowth technique. The device is
electrically pumped.
PCSEL is that the drawback of using a large active area which
often leads to spatial multi-moding and hence multi-wavelength
lasing (as in the VCSEL [7]) is counteracted by the 2-D photonic
crystal. Recently, PCSELs with high single mode power, low
divergence [8], wavelength and polarisation control [9], have
been experimentally demonstrated. We have also showed that
coherent 2D PCSEL arrays may be readily realised [10], [11],
and that external in-plane feedback significantly modifies the
operating characteristics of a PCSEL [12].
Whilst experimental works has flourished, the theoretical
development of PCSELs has been a daunting task. To model
the PCSEL, the primary requirement is to evaluate the optical
field resonances of the 2-D PC and identify the lasing mode. This
is achieved through studying the wave propagation in periodic
media.
The study of wave propagation in periodic media has been
of considerable interest for more than a century [13]–[15].
The early use of periodic structures at optical wavelengths
lead to the development of 1-D gratings and their applica-
tion in semiconductor lasers such as distributed Bragg reflec-
tor (DBR) [16], distributed feedback (DFB) [17] and vertical
cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) [7] which have be-
come ubiquitous. Recently, optical waves in structures with
2-D or 3-D periodicities (referring to PCs) have received in-
tense attention. As can be expected, the analyse of a PC is
considerably more difficult than evaluating the characteris-
tics of 1-D gratings. Over the years, different methods have
been developed to analysis PCs, predominantly plane wave
expansion (PWE) [18], coupled mode theory (CMT) [19] and
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Fig. 2. 3-D Schematic of PCSEL structure.
pure numerical method such as finite difference time domain
(FDTD) [20].
PWE originates from the solving technique of Hill’s equation
and is based on describing the field as the superposition of a
complete set of plane waves with the media periodicity imposed
via the Floquet-Bloch representation [21]. However, such a
technique is not suitable for PCs with finite extent since the
Floquet theorem is strictly applied only for infinitely extending
periodic structures. Such limitation can be avoided using CMT
for laser threshold analysis but the mathematical complexities
are quite daunting and this method may take considerable ef-
fort to implement. FDTD is a powerful numerical tool and
can handle very general conditions but does not provide any
‘physical-feel’ and hence is not suitable for the design of the
devices. Additionally, FDTD requires significant computational
resources.
Previously, we have developed an essentially analytical tech-
nique termed modal index analysis (MIA) which is relatively
simple, easy to implement and requires modest computational
resources [22]. In this work, we will first briefly review the MIA
technique with numerical comparison as the validation of our
model, then our new technique is used to describe experimental
phenomenon we observed previously [12]. We go on to predict
the characteristics of PCSELs of different sizes and with differ-
ent strengths of external reflection. Finally, a PCSEL device with
small size is proposed for better threshold margin and therefore
high single-mode power densities.
II. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
A. Modelling Technique: y-Direction
Our detailed model is published in [22] but described briefly
here. In this paper, a rectangular co-ordinate system (x, y, z)
consistent with the rectangular device geometry is used through-
out. The vertical structure is a multilayer slab achieved using
semiconductor epitaxy. Here we consider a multilayer slab with
thickness dq and given refractive indices η = η(y) = ηq(y)
where q is the layer number along the y-axis, as shown in Fig. 2.
Next, we assume the transverse bound modes are supported
by the slab along the y axis and propagate in the x-z plane.
(e.g., suppose the propagation is along the z-axis). We further
Fig. 3. Schematic of PC structure. Nx and Nz are number of periods along x
and z respectively.
assume the structure along the y axis ensures a single bound
mode β = k0ηeff,y, where β is the propagation constant and
ηeff,y is the effective index of the mode The above assump-
tions are valid because in most laser structures, the active
region has high refractive index and supports a bound mode
to produce high photon density which is crucial in stimulated
emission.
We note that any structural variations along the y direction
(e.g., a change in ηq or thickness dq in any layer q) changes
β and hence changes ηeff,y. In general, a change in ηq or
dq will produce a change in ηeff,y. i.e., we assume that in
general ηeff,y = ηeff,y(x, z). Hence, by using this method, the
y direction structure is taken account of and replaced by an
equivalent structure in x-z. i.e., ηeff,y = ηeff,y(x, z).
A further assumption is that the mode along the y-axis is
not significantly affected due to the physical structure η(y;x, z)
and dq(x, z). The assumption is valid since in the PCSEL
structure, the PC has a comparatively small index difference
and acts as a perturbation. Thus, the problem is reduced to a
2-D x-z plane with ηeff,y = ηeff,y(x, z) known, and the corre-
sponding x-z plane geometrical structure given. For simplicity,
we use ηeff,y(x, z) = ηeff (x, z) = {ηa, ηb} in the following
discussion.
B. Modelling Technique: x-z Plane
Fig. 3. illustrate a schematic representation of the planar
periodic structure in the x-z plane with a 2-D refractive index
distribution η(x, z) = {ηa, ηb}. The periodicities are La, Lb as
shown and the number of periods along x and z direction are
Nx, Nz respectively. The excitation is such that any non-zero
field component, Fˆ (x, y, z) = Fˆ (x, z) [23], i.e., ∂/∂y ≈ 0 is
applicable. Then two types of field solution one with polarization
TEy ⇒ Ey = 0 and the other with TMy ⇒ Hy = 0 can be
sustained.
To be specific, for a typical inter-bond PCSEL, the TEy
polarisation is important and is considered in the calculation
since the typical active-layer gain medium (quantum well or
quantum dots) supports this polarisation (electric dipole direc-
tion). From Maxwell’s equation and by taking the approximation
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Fig. 4. Model description: lateral modes are computed for a relevant range of
wavelengths.
Fig. 5. The shaded area with dark blue region representing the multilayer
waveguide in Fig. 3 is replaced by a homogeneous medium of effective modal
index, resulting in a 1-D effective periodic grating along z.
of E · ∇ε ∼ 0, any nonzero field component Fˆm,n(x, z) for
the resonance modes (m, n; integers) satisfied the acceptably
approximate wave equation:[
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂z2
+ k20η
2(x, z)
]
Fˆ (x, z) = 0 (1)
Instead of expanding η(x, z) and Fˆ (x, z) as Fourier series
which is used in conventional techniques such as PWE and CMT,
the procedure of obtaining a 2-D resonance Fˆm,n(x, z) begins
by first considering index uniformity along the z-direction. Then
the structure becomes a periodic piecewise-constant multilayer
structure along the z-direction as shown in Fig. 4. The eigenmode
of such structure, fm(x) with the corresponding mode indices
ηeff,m are given by the wave equation:[
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂z2
+ k20η
2(x)
]
F (x, z) = 0 (2)
where F (x, z) =
∑
m fm(x) e
−jβmz and βm = k0ηeff,m rep-
resents the z-directed propagation constant. Sinceη(x) satisfy
the piece-wise constant condition, the eigenmode of such struc-
ture is evaluated over a pertinent range of wavelengths using
the transfer matrix method [24], [25]. A detailed explanation of
eigenmode evaluation of such structure is given in appendix.
Then, referring to Fig. 5, discontinuities along the z-axis
are introduced to ‘create’ the 2-D PC structure corresponding
Fig. 6. (a) Band edge resonances calculated with varying filling factor. The
insert figure is the photonic band structure near Γ point calculated using PWE.
(b) Band edge resonances calculated with varying ηa.
to Fig. 3 and thus the final resonance is then analysed as a
waveguide discontinuity problem. In general, waveguide dis-
continuities excite all the modes of the structure including bound
modes and radiation modes [26]. But in the present context
of dimensions and magnitude of discontinuities, multimode
generation at discontinuities [27] is approximated by self-mode
conditions so that a simple MIA at discontinuities is used. Thus,
with reference to Fig. 4, the field distribution gn,m[z; fm(x)]
along the z-direction at resonance is obtained and the final result
for the 2-D field distributions at resonances wavelength λ0 m,n,
are Fˆ (x, z) = fm(x)gn,m[z; fm(x)]. The flow chart of the MIA
is also given in the appendix.
C. Validation
To obtain the 2-D resonance, the resonance wavelength is
searched over an appropriate range and the resultant resonances
Fˆm,n(x, z) are obtained accordingly. Fig. 6(a) shows the band
edge frequency as a function of filling factor. The solid red tri-
angle and red circle are the band edge resonances calculated
using PWE and the hollow triangle and circle are the first and
second lasing modes calculated using MIA. The inset figure is
the photonic band structure calculated using PWE. Note that
only two non-leaky modes are compared with PWE since it is
more favourable for lasing in PCSEL i.e., mode 1 or mode 2 of
the photonic band structure in Fig. 6(a) [28].
When N ∼ 106 is used, (i.e., representing N → ∞), band
edge resonance calculated using MIA is compare with those
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Fig. 7. far-field pattern changes accordingly as different external reflection are introduced: I a), I b), and I c) are simulated results; II a), II b), and II c) are
modelling results after convolution with experimental results (dashed lines) and experimental results (solid lines).
calculated using PWE. As shown in Fig. 6(a), band edge modes
obtained by this method match closely with those calculated
using PWE over a large range of fill factor. Another comparison,
by varying the index difference further allows a confirmation that
MIA can correctly yield band edge resonances. Fig. 6(b) shows
the band edge resonance as a function of refractive index of the
background material. The black and red lines are the band edge
resonance calculated using PWE and the triangles and squares
are such values calculated using MIA. The essentially identical
results further confirm that MIA matches well with conventional
technique and is valid over a range of indices which are adequate
to describe our all-semiconductor PCSEL devices.
It has therefore been shown in this section that the MIA
method is versatile and yields very reliable results. This method
is based on viewing the 2-D photonic crystal as a multilayer
waveguide with periodic longitudinal discontinuities. Full use
of the transfer matrix method makes the computation process
computationally lean and fast. In the following, the MIA method
is used to explain experimental results observed previously [12].
III. EFFECT OF IN-PLANE FEEDBACK
Experimental data of the PCSEL with external in-plane feed-
back has been reported previously [12], this feedback is intro-
duced by cleaving at the edge of the photonic crystal region. In
the experiment, one device was measured as fabricated, with a
single cleave at one edge, and with two perpendicular cleaves
at the edge (as shown as schematics in Fig. 7). The operation
is performed to ensure the cleave is along the edge of photonic
crystal area and the number of periods is not affected during the
process. It was shown that when a single cleave is introduced
to the sample, the threshold of the PCSEL was reduced and the
introduction of the second cleave did not reduce the threshold
current further. In both of the single and double cleave experi-
ments, single mode operation was maintained but the cleave lead
to significant changes of the farfield pattern, as shown in Fig. 7.
We note that the cleave of the PCSEL effectively truncates the
periodic structure with a different boundary (from semiconduc-
tor to air rather than from semiconductor to semiconductor).
This effect can be readily investigated approximately using
MIA. Note that although in [12], the fabricated device has a
triangular-shaped photonic crystal, the approximation is such
that the 2-D resonance is mainly given by the overall periodicity
and the shape of photonic crystal will have more effect on local
field distribution rather than resonance wavelength. As shown in
Fig. 7, MIA is used for the simulation of a PCSEL device subject
to in-plane feedback (green lines) from cleaved facets at the PC
boundary. Column I shows far-field patterns simulated using the
MIA technique for the PCSEL (with PC 500 × 500 period)
used in our experimental study. Column III shows experimental
data reported previously and the simulated structure is described
previously [12].
By comparison to experiment, a narrower farfield pattern is
observed in simulation. Note that such analysis is very approxi-
mate since rather than a rigorous diffraction analysis, we treat the
problem as an emission problem. The vertical dimension is not
considered at the first stage, instead, source field Fˆ (x, z) which
is readily obtained using MIA is used and an emission analysis is
carried out to obtain far-field distribution. Column II with dashed
lines shows the data from column I convoluted with a Gaussian
function (FWHM of each peak in column I is broadened by a
factor of 2, mimicking the effect of fabrication and experimental
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Fig. 8. MIA modelling result of threshold gain of PCSEL with and without
single or double external reflection.
imperfection). The simulation reproduces much of the character
of the experimental data (presented in Column II, solid lines),
in particular reproducing the increase in far-field angle and
asymmetry of the beam for one feedback facet.
Fig. 8 shows the change of threshold gain as a function of PC
period, for the different external feedback conditions discussed
in the previous section (black square: no-feedback, red circle:
one-feedback, black cross: double feedback). It is shown that
a single cleave along the edge of PC region results in a reduc-
tion of threshold while the second cleave does not change the
threshold significantly. Thus, MIA has the potential to explain
the phenomenon in our previous experimental results [12]. Note
that mode competition as observed in previous experiment is not
seen in the model. This is because in MIA, higher-order effects
are neglected, and the carrier effect are not included.
Fig. 9 shows the near field distribution of the lasing mode
subject to in-plane feedback for the case of no feedback, one, and
two cleaves, The simulation shows that the peak in the near-field
pattern is displaced toward the cleaved facet(s). This displace-
ment amounts to several 10’s of μm for the case simulated
here (reflectivity given by semiconductor/air interface, 500 ×
500 periods). These results indicate that the mode position and
shape can be controlled through the in-plane external feedback,
opening the route to all-electronic beam steering and beam
shaping.
IV. PCSEL AREA SCALING AND IN-PLANE FEEDBACK
The design of a semiconductor laser depends on its specific
application. Broadly speaking, high power, narrow beam and
monochromatic light are three highly desirable characteristics
of semiconductor laser. It is known that large active area VCSEL
devices lead to multi-transverse mode emission. Due to the 2-D
feedback in transverse directions, PCSELs can support large-
scale single-mode emission.
However, the transverse dimension needs to be large enough
to provide sufficient feedback for a reasonable threshold (300–
500 periods in a typical PCSEL device [5], [28]). The large
lateral dimension of the PCSEL enables power scaling, and
diffraction limited divergence, but limits use in applications that
Fig. 9. In-plane field distribution of lasing mode of PCSEL with and without
single or double external reflection.
require high speed modulation due to the high mode volume and
parasitic capacitance of the junction. Thus, a simulation-based
study to explore the opportunities to reduce the scale of the
PCSEL, incorporating different boundary conditions is timely.
It has been discussed in the previous section that compared with
conventional technique such as PWE, finite size effects can be
readily obtained from the MIA method.
The threshold margin is defined as the difference in gain
between the resonance mode with lowest threshold gain and
the mode with next lowest threshold gain [29]. The gain margin
is important because it represents how stable the lasing will
be under high speed modulation. Fig. 10 plots the gain margin
as a function of PC period for R = |r|2 = 70% with phase
φ = 7π/8. r is the field reflectivity r = |r|exp(iφ). This pre-
liminary modelling result shows that the threshold gain margin
can be increased through the reduction of the photonic crystal
area, whilst incorporating in-plane external feedback with this
reflectivity and phase. For device operation, it is ideal to have
large threshold margin for stable lasing operation, especially
under high speed modulation [30]. We note that the reduction of
PCSEL area results in an increase of the gain margin.
Fig. 11 shows the lasing threshold of the modelled PCSEL as
a function of number of photonic crystal period. The external
reflection is place along four edges of the PC region with the
field reflectance varying from 30% to 90%. It is noticed that
a reduction of PC period results in an increasing of the lasing
threshold due to the smaller in-plane feedback and the leakage
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Fig. 10. Threshold gain margin with different number of period.
Fig. 11. Threshold gain margin with different number of period and different
external reflectance strength. The reflectance value represents field reflection
and the feedback is at four sides of PC region.
of power to the unpumped non-PC regions. It is also noticed
that such a drawback can be removed through adding external
in-plane feedback to increase the Q factor. In practice, the
external feedback can be added through specifically designed
high reflectors such as a Bragg grating, or first order PCs.
Fig. 12 shows the phase effect of the external reflection at
70% of field reflectivity, the threshold gain of PCSEL is plotted
as a function of reflection phase variation with different period
(red circle, N = 200, black square, N = 180). For the band
edge resonance (lasing mode), the threshold gain varies as the
phase shift is varied from 0 to 2π, the threshold gain reaches a
minimum at 7π/8 and a maximum at 3π/2. As may be expected,
reflection phase of in-plane feedback plays an important role in
determining the increasing or decreasing of lasing threshold. It
also suggests that threshold gain can be optimized with suitable
facet phase reflectivity.
Fig. 13 illustrates for 70% of reflectivity, the band edge reso-
nance modes of PCSEL, plotted as a function of reflection phase.
It is shown from the model that although lasing still occurs at two
band-edge, the lasing mode change while varying the reflection
phase. Such phenomenon has also been observed and studied
Fig. 12. Threshold gain with different number of period and different external
reflectance phase.
Fig. 13. Lasing wavelength for PCSEL with varying phase of external
reflection.
Fig. 14. Threshold gain of PCSEL with different number of period and
different external in-plane phase reflectivity.
in conventional DFB lasers [17] and this effect can be further
investigated to control the lasing mode of a PCSEL through
external in-plane feedback. However, a more comprehensive
modelling based on MIA include, for example, spatial and
temporal gain distribution and other PC configurations are also
required to study mode selection mechanism in PCSEL.
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The study of PCSEL threshold gain with external feedback
indicates the possibility of device geometry with small PC active
region. As shown in Fig. 14, an example of the threshold gain of
a PCSEL is plotted as a function of number of period at 0 (black
square) and 90% reflection with reflection phase at 0 (red circle)
and π (blue triangle). It is shown that with appropriate reflection
strength and phase, the PCSEL may be shrank down to 20 × 20
period with a reasonable threshold gain of 50 cm−1.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, a novel, modal index analysis method has
been used for analysing experimental results of PCSEL devices
presented previously. The computation process is based on wave
propagating in periodic multilayer media which is quasi-analytic
and hence computationally lean. The comparison with numerical
and experimental results shows that this method yields very
reliable results. The MIA technique has been used to study
the PCSEL with different periodicity and boundary reflection.
It is shown that by carefully designing external reflector, the
dimension of the PCSEL can be shrink down and the lasing
characteristic such as threshold, frequency and mode shape can
be controlled accordingly.
APPENDIX
As shown in Fig. 4, in the multilayer regions, ηa, ηb such that
κ2a + β
2 = k20η
2
a and κ2b + β2 = k20η2b where κ and β represent
the x-directed and z-directed propagation constants in the corre-
sponding regions. Applying the usual field matching conditions
at the abrupt interfaces [16] between regions ‘a’ and ‘b’ yields
the elements of the 2 × 2 unimodular transfer matrix, m, for a
typical unit cell [16].
Further, and very importantly, the periodic nature of the mul-
tilayer medium is utilised to obtain an efficient formulation for
the composite transfer matrix accounting for the corresponding
number, N, of periodic layers [30]. Thus, the total transfer matrix
is given by MT = mN where m is the unimodular transfer
matrix:
MT = m
N =
(
m11 m12
m21 m22
)N
=
(
m11UN − 1 − UN − 2 m12UN − 1
m21UN − 1 m22UN − 1 − UN − 2
)
m11, m12, m21 and m22 are the matrix elements, and UN are
known as Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind:
UN =
sin
[
(N + 1)cos−1(m11+m222 )
]
sin
[
cos−1(m11+m222 )
]
There are many different methods to calculate power N of
unimodular 2× 2 matrix [24], [30] which enables analysing
a truncated periodic structure since, unlike infinite periodic
structures, the Bloch theorem does not strictly apply in this
situation [24]. This procedure is also beneficial since it provides
for a significantly reduced computation time. The resonant mode
for the entire multilayer (periodic) structure can be calculated
from the total transfer matrix, which effectively is the solution
of a transcendental equation: |m11UN − 1 − UN − 2| = 1. Any
Fig. 15. Examples of eigen-mode solutions fm(x) of 1-D periodic structure
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 16. Flowchart of the modelling process.
change in the boundary can be introduced as a change in matrix
elements.
For a relevant range of wavelengths, eigenmode of such 1-D
periodic structure is calculated. An example of the correspond-
ing typical field distributions (labelled a, b, c, d and e) of such
1-D periodic structure are shown in Fig. 15, with Nx = N = 30.
Lb = 290 nm, wb = 115 nm, ηa = 3.1, ηb = 3.5.
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Optical gain is introduced as an imaginary part of refractive
index which can be included in the matrix formulation. It is also
assumed that there is no spatial or temporal distribution of gain.
Note that typical imaginary part of refractive (∼10−2) is very
small compared to the real part, the mode pattern is not affected
when varying the optical gain.
For threshold gain, after calculate ηeff,m = ηr + jηi, which
is complex in general, the structure become 1-D periodic struc-
ture in z-direction (Fig. 5) with 2-D effect. The lasing threshold
of such effective structure is taken by solving |MT (1,1)| = 0
where MT (1,1) is the matrix element of the new transfer matrix
MT of the new effective structure. Note that this is also the
oscillation condition (lasing threshold) in 1-D DFB laser [29].
Indeed, the solution of this equation is complex. So both real
and imaginary part of the solution should equal to zero. At such
condition, the corresponding imaginary part of refractive index
is regarded as our lasing threshold gth = k0ηi where k0 is the
wavevector in vacuum.
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